
CERBOLI  •  PORTOFERRAIO  •  VITICCIO  •  MARCIANA MARINA  •  CAPRAIA  •  FETOVAIA

MARINA DI CAMPO  •  GIGLIO  •  GIANNUTRI  •  PORTO ERCOLE  •  TALAMONE
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DISTANCE IN NAUTICAL MILES

MARINA DI SCARLINO - CERBOLI - PORTOFERRAIO 23

PORTOFERRAIO - VITICCIO - MARCIANA MARINA 10

MARCIANA MARINA - CAPRAIA ISLAND 20

CAPRAIA ISLAND - FETOVAIA 24

FETOVAIA - MARINA DI CAMPO 5

MARINA DI CAMPO - GIGLIO ISLAND 36

GIGLIO (CAMPESE) - GIGLIO (PORTO) - GIANNUTRI 16

GIANNUTRI ISLAND - PORTO ERCOLE 10

PORTO ERCOLE - PORTO SANTO STEFANO 13

PORTO SANTO STEFANO - TALAMONE 8

TALAMONE - FORMICHE - PORTO AZZURRO 36

PORTO AZZURRO - RIO MARINA 5

RIO MARINA - CALA MARTINA - MARINA DI SCARLINO 17

TOTAL DISTANCE 223

TUSCANY

•  MARINA DI SCARLINO

•  PORTOFERRAIO

•  MARCIANA MARINA

•  GIGLIO ISLAND (PORTO)

•  PORTO ERCOLE

•  PORTO SANTO STEFANO

•  TALAMONE

•  PORTO AZZURRO

•  RIO MARINA

•  CERBOLI

•  PORTOFERRAIO

•  GOLFO DEL VITICCIO

•  CAPRAIA ISLAND (PUNTA DELLO ZENOBITO)

•  FETOVAIA

•  MARINA DI CAMPO

•  GIGLIO ISLAND (CAMPESE)

•  GIANNUTRI ISLAND (CALA MAESTRA)

•  GIANNUTRI ISLAND (CALA DELLO SPALMATOIO)

•  CALA MARTINA

CRUISE RELAX

2 WEEKS ELBA ISLAND,
CAPRAIA, GIGLIO, GIANNUTRI
& ARGENTARIO
CHART

“Marina di Scarlino” is located in the Tuscan Maremma, 
in an area of pinewoods, wooded hills and olive groves, 
with untouched coastlines, kilometers of natural parks, 
and a crystalline blue sea. It is the perfect point of de-
parture for brief sailing trips to Elba, Giglio, Argentario, 
Capraia – and a little further away, Corsica and Sardinia.

The services on offer within the Marina will make your stay 
truly comfortable. Other than showers and washrooms, 
and free Wi-Fi, there is the shopping arcade close to our of-
fice, with numerous shops to satisfy every need, amongst 
which a supermarket, a launderette, a ship chandler, cafés, 
restaurants, as well as the “Marina Club Pool and Lounge”, 
with swimming pool, hydro-massage and solarium.

For the nightlife lovers, you can find “Cala Felice”, set in an 
enchanting bay, with a fully-equipped beach, restaurant 
and discotheque. For those who want to stay longer, it ’s 
possible to book one of the prestigious suites in the Marina.

Base Departure - Marina di Scarlino

HARBOURS ANCHORS



7 - Giglio Island (Campese) - Giglio Island (Porto)
Giannutri Island (Cala dello Spalmatoio)

Giannutri, 500 meters large and about 5 kilometres long, 
is your next destination. The coast is rock and full of won-
derful grottos and suggestive bays, with two small gra-
vel beaches in Cala dello Spalmatoio and in Cala Maestra.

8 - Giannutri (Cala dello Spalmatoio) - Porto Ercole
From Giannutri go to Porto Ercole, pretty locality on Monte Ar-
gentario. Not to be missed: Forte Filippo, Rocca and Forte Stella, 
the three perfectly preserved fortifications, where to admire 
wonderful panoramas.

9 - Porto Ercole - Porto Santo Stefano
Weigh anchor to Porto Santo Stefano! The picturesque marine 
village, on the coast of Monte Argentario, raises on a bay domi-
nated by the Spanish fortress and by the coastal towers, which 
remind its troubled history. Do not miss the view from the ter-
races of the fortress: it is amazing. Not to be missed: take a walk 
along Lungomare dei Navigatori and Piazza dei Rioni, perfect 
places to have some relax.

10 - Porto Santo Stefano - Talamone
Talamone will charm you with its sandy beaches, its big pinewoods 
and its blue sea. Bays are very typical and the beach under Aldo-
brandeschi’s fortress is a jewel. Its bay is perfect for any sail sports.

11 - Talamone - Formiche di Grosseto
Porto Azzurro

Sail to Porto Azzurro, but first, stop at the Formiche di Grosseto, 
three little islands 15 miles far from Porto Santo Stefano, to take 
a swim. Thanks to the distance from the coast, they are real un-
contaminated natural paradises.

12 - Porto Azzurro - Rio Marina
Head towards Rio Marina, which shows us the natural side of 
Elba Island, with its history made of iron, wood, land and sea. It 
seems like the ancient refuge of fishermen, with an atmosphere 
of innocent simplicity, the typical aspect of medieval town with 
its clinging alley, small squares, stairwells and paved streets.

13 - Rio Marina - Cala Martina - Marina di Scarlino
Lift the sails: only 18 miles separate you from Marina di Scarlino 
and from the end of your sailing holiday. Anchor in Cala Martina 
to take the last swim and say goodbye to the clear and crystal 
sea of the Tuscan Archipelago.

1 - Marina di Scarlino - Cerboli - Portoferraio
Weigh anchor early in the morning and sail to Portoferraio, the 
most populous town of Elba Island. With a little de-tour you can 
stop for a swim at Cerboli, in the centre of the gulf of Folloni-
ca. In Portoferraio you can moor in the ancient Greek/Roman 
mooring, the “Darsena Medicea”, or in the mooring of the yard 
“Esaom Cesa”. You can also have a safe anchor.

2 - Portoferraio - Viticcio - Marciana Marina
Point the bow towards Marciana Marina! Anchor to take a swim 
in Golfo di Viticcio, perfect place to escape from crowd. In case 
of Mistral, you can sleep in Marciana Marina, one of the most 
typical towns thanks to the inner city and the promenade that 
preserve the characteristic nineteenth-century traits of coastal 
Tuscan towns. Not to be missed: the beach, really near to the 
harbour and the town.

3 - Marciana Marina - Capraia (Punta dello Zenobito)
Capraia is waiting for you! Rock and volcanic, it seems lonely 
and faraway, but it is a compulsory destination for sailors and 
sea lovers. Punta dello Zenobito is the southernmost point of 
the island, dominated by a tower and, together with Cala Rossa, 
is what remains of a volcano, extinct 5 million years ago. Co-
lours here are wonderful: the blue of the sea, the red of Cala 
Rossa and the white of Punta dello Zenobito.

4 - Capraia Island - Fetovaia
Sail to Elba Island and stop in Fetovia. Its beach is one of the 
most charming of the island thanks to the promontory that 

protects it, to its white sandy bottom and its blue and crystal 
clear sea. It is an obligatory destination for sailors that love na-
turalistic and amazing backgrounds..

5 - Fetovaia - Marina di Campo
After a short trait of navigation you are in Marina di Campo, idyl-
lic town of the island. The beach is so comfortable, and not far 
from the harbour you can find a pinewood where you can stay 
in a cool place. You should have a safe anchorage, because the 
jetty is not sufficient and mooring could be difficult because of 
the Southern winds.

6 - Marina di Campo - Giglio Island (Campese)
Weigh anchor early in the morning to sail to Giglio Island. Cam-
pese at sunset is beautiful and the big tower of Campese, built 
by Cosimo I de’ Medici to defend the island from the attacks 
of Saracen, makes you seem the view like a postcard. Watch 
carefully the sea during the navigation: you could see dolphins, 
sperm whales and fin whales.

Capraia (Punta dello Zenobito)

Elba (Rio Marina)

Elba (Golfo di Viticcio)

TalamoneElba (Marina di Campo)

Elba (Porto Ferraio)

Argentario (Porto Santo Stefano)Elba (Fetovaia)

Giglio (Campese)

Giannutri (Cala dello Spalmatoio)

Giannutri (Cala Maestra)Cerboli

Argentario (Porto Ercole)Elba (Marciana Marina)
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ITINERARY



We work successfully on the charter market since 1993.

Our boats are in an impeccable state of maintenance
and constantly checked.

We substitute sails,
cushions and sprayhood every 2/3 years.

Technical and logistic support 24 hours a day.

Guaranteed technical assistance in the Tuscany Archipelago
in 6 working hours thanks to our stocked warehouse and our expert team.

Our office at the Marina will give you timely
and precise information.

Free Wi-Fi.
Mooring, hotels and restaurants booking on request.

We can organize:
transfer, guarded parking, luggage storage, provisioning,

daily e-mail with weather forecast.

43° Parallelo guarantees simply unforgettable holidays!

Lungomare Garibaldi “MARINA DI SCARLINO” 58020 Puntone di Scarlino (GR) -  +39 0566 866094
 parallelo43 -  www.parallelo43.it -  info@parallelo43.it -  43Parallelo

Why choosing 43° Parallelo?

If you choose us you’ll be putting yourself in the hands of a competent, serious team that has been present on the market for many 
years. From our start-up on Lake Garda back in 1993 right up to the present days, our working philosophy remains the same, to 
offer quality service at the right price, without any surprise. From the very first approach up until the meeting in our offices or on the 
quay, you’ll get hospitality and timely, precise information. Our twenty-year experience in the charter market, along with experience 
in boat sales and technical outfitting, is a guarantee of our professional attitude. Our embarkation base has been since 2003 at 
Marina di Scarlino, where we also opened an office in 2011, just a step away from our boats. We are exclusive dealers for Tuscany of 
the prestigious brand Jeanneau, and we also represent other important brands such as Centro Nautico Adriatico, Raymarine, NV 
Equipment, Armare. You can entrust yourself to a team that has its strong point in an ability forged over the years, ever-present and 
solidly organized. In 2013 we found “43° Parallelo Cruise Service”, a nautical service that covers everything - when it’s necessary to 
carry out high-level maintenance, a valid opportunity for all yachtsmen, a single partner to turn to for whatever need may arise, from 
simple advice regarding navigation through to serious repair problems.


